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The Logic StateAnalyzer-Displaying
ComplexDigitalProcessesin
Understandable
Form
Sxteen consecutive12-bitwordsfrom any part of a data
streamare capturedand held for displayby a new Logic
SfateAnalyzer,greatlysimplifyingthe taskof monitoring
programflow whentroubleshooting
complexdigital
processors.
by William A. Farnbach

S LOW-COST MSI AND LSI components make
feasible the use of more sophisticated digital
processorsin a broadening variety of applications,
there is a growing need to be able to perceive what is
happening in a digital process.With the increasing
power of digital systems that is developing, the
amount of data that must be understood to debug or
check out a digital machine increasesat a dismaying
rate.
It is no longer practical to start troubleshooting by
asking electrical questionssuch as, "Do we have too
much clock skew somewhere?Is there a transient on
a reset bus? Could one of the switches have bounced
too long?" There arejust too many possibilities to eliminate them one at a time. The problem must first be
isolated by answering functional questions, as,
"Which loop is it stuck in? Which way doesit branch
at 036e?How did it get it to 'halt'?"
Recentlydescribedin thesepageswas a new instrument (Model 5000,\ Logic Analyzer) that can help
answer these questionsby capturing and displaying
digital data in serial form, like data circulating in a
calculator, data transmitted between remote terminals and a computer, or serial datastored on discs.l Described here is a new instrument (Fig. f) that captures and displays digital data in parallel form, such
as the output of a random-accessmemory or the
states of a counter. The tabular display of consecutive words provides an overall view of systemoperation that makes it far easierto trace information flow
than would be possible with an oscilloscopeor other
traditional test instrument.
TabularDisplay
The new instrument, called the Model 1601L Logic State Analyzer, displays 16 consecutive 12-bit
words as "1's" and "0's" in 16 rows, just aslogic data
or truth tablesare presentedin textbooks.The instru-

ment has 12 data inputs using a new probe system
that can connect all tZ inputs to closely-spacedpins
on digital IC's [Fig. 2). The contents of the displayed
words are determined by the placement of the corresponding probes.If all f Z inputs are not to be used, a
column blanking control allows the unused data
channels to be blanked from the display.
An additional probe input, the "clock" input, is
provided for externally generated pulses that are
used to strobe the data lines. Each time a pulse edge
occurs at this input, the values present on the data
lines are strobed into the Analyzer's memory. Clock
pulses from the system under test at any repetition

Cover: The stylized diagram emphasizesthat there
are 12input channelsfo fhis
instrument.and insteadof
waveformsit displays logic
Ievelsas ones and zeroes
with the time scale running
fromtop to bottom.Fora descriptionof thisnew window
into the world of digital processes, see the article
beginning on this page.
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Flg. 1. Model 1601L Logic State
Analyzer system displays program flow in a digital processor in
an easy-to-comprehendtabular
form, grcatly easing the task of
finding troublesin a digital system.
The Model 182C Oscilloscooe
mainframe supplied with the system is a standard unit that can be
used with other plug-ins. Conversely, the Logic State Analyzer
plug-in can be used with other
mainframes in the 180 familv.

rate up to 10 MHz are usually applied to this input,
but flags, data valid, subcycle counter, or any other
signals may also be used.
The words displayed arereferencedto a presettrigger word. The Analyzer can be set to display the trigger word and the 15 words following, or it can display the trigger word and the 15 words that preceded
it. The trigger word can also start a digital delay
generator so the instrument captures and displays
the 16 words that follow a presetnumber of clock cycles.This makesit possibleto pagethrough a long digital sequence,as long as 100,000words.
The trigger word, which can be brightened to
show its position in the data stream,is selectedwith
a bank of 12 front-panel switches that correspond to
the 12 data inputs. The switches have three posi-

tions: HI, oFF and Lo. When analyzing positive logic, Hl correspondsto a "1" and Lo to "0". With negative logic, HI is "0" and ro is "1". oFFmeans"don't
care."
SuccessiveStates
An example of how the instrument is used is
shown in Fig. 3. This shows the state flow in a BCD
counter. The probes corresponding to the four least
significant digits are attachedto the Q0, Q1, Q2, and
Q3 outputs of a type 9310 counter, the corresponding
trigger switches are all set to "0" (the others are set to
OFF), and the column-blanking control is set to
blank the eight most significant digits. The display is
then set to start with the trigger word, which is
shown at the top of the display.

Flg. 3. State f/owi n a BCD counter. Th e trigger word at the top
is brightened indicating here that the CRT displays the triggel
and the 15 states that folIow the trig ger. Th e num eric al scales,
silk-screened on the back side of the contrast fllter, asslst ln
identifying states.
ton allows a choice of horizontal groupings, into columns of 3, for convenience in reading octal words,

Fig,2. New probing system enables probesto be attached
to adjacent pins on standard DIP lC packages that have as
little as 0.02 inch (0.5 mm) clearance between the package
and the leads. "Grabbers" can be removed,teavinga 0.025
inch (0.6 mm) socket for inserting test clips or wire-wrap pins.
Twelve signal probes and two ground probes are gathered
into two groups of seyen to ease handling.

One of the most useful characteristicsof the Logic
State Analyzer is its ability to pick out any sequence
in a microprocessor,capture the sequence,and retain it for display. Fig. 4 shows the turn-on sequence
in the HP Model J47o3A Multimeter2.The trigger
word set on the Logic State Analyzer is the initial
checktest state,167s,in the turn-on sequence.When
the Multimeter is turned on, the Logic StateAnalyzer
shows that the Multimeter's digital controller follows the correct state flow down to the wait loop,
163e-122e,
where it waits for a step command.
Groupingthe Digits
The "1's" and "0's" on the display are easyto read
and interpret.To enhancedisplayreadability,the displayed bits are arranged vertically in groups, with a
minor space between pairs of words and a major
spaceafter every fourth word. A front-panel pushbut-

or into columns of 4 for BCD or hexadecimal words
(Fig, 5), Another pushbutton inverts the displayed
patterns,replacingthe "1's" with "0's" and the "0's"
with "1's" for display of negative-truelogic.
The CRT display is also helpful in identifying erratic states.These appear as "1's" superimposedon
"0's". An erratic state that exists only 5o/oof the time
can be identified this way.
OperatingModes
Data flows in digital machines are seldom
repetitive-they must be captured on the first passor
lost. The Logic StateAnalyzer can operatein a singlesample mode, in which a captured sequenceis displayed continuously until the Rnsnr pushbutton is
pressed, initiating a new acquisition cycle, This
mode is especially useful in the ENDDrspLAytrigger
mode, where the instrument displays the trigger
word and the 15 words that precedeit, a useful technique for finding out how a processorarrived at a particular state.The instrument also operatesin a repetitive mode where it updatesthe display whenevertrigger requirements €uemet. In addition there is a freerun mode where it ignores the trigger switches and
initiates a data-acquisitioncycle each time a display
cycle is completed. This mode is useful for doublechecking connections to the circuit under test-active probes properly connected will show superimposed ones and zeros;those not making good contact
will show either ones or zeros steadily.
Input Logic Requirements
The instrument samples the input data on either

the positive-going or negative-going edges of the
clock input, as selected by a front-panel pushbutton.
The threshold level can be preset to *1.45V, the
usual TTL threshold level, or it can be varied over a
range of -to to *10V (both clock and data input
thresholds are set by the same control).
As an aid for tle operator when no display occurs,
monitor lights No cI,ocK) indicate whether the
clock waveform is above the threshold level GII),or
below [Lo), or within +o.2V of the threshold (both
HI and ro on). This arrangement also allows the
clock input to be used as a logic probe for singlepoint measurements.
If proper clock signals are being received, as indicated by both No cI,ocK lights being extinguished,
but the trigger word does not occur, then a No rRrc
indicator lights up.
The Logic State Analyzer also has two outputs.
One is a repetititon of the clock input, buffered out at
TTL levels but with 40 ns delay. The other is a TTL
pulse that occurs whenever the selected trigger word
occurs. This is useful for triggering an oscilloscope,
for example, on the exact digital state desired. Fig. 5
shows how this is used. This shows a BCD counter
that is counting incorrectly, resetting on state 89
instead of gg. The Logic State Analyzer is set to trigger on state 88, which triggers the oscilloscope. Examination of the master reset bus with the oscilloscope shows a transient that occurs at the beginning
of state 9O.
By using a counter to measure the ratio of trigger
outputs to clock outputs, it is possible to determine
the percentageof time a microprocessor spends in subroutines or the randomness of state occurrences in
pseudorandom number generators.
The trigger output can also be used to make other
measurements in digital processes.For example, to
find out how long a calculator-plotter algorithm
spends in a 4-state wait loop, the trigger word is set to
one of the wait loop states.In one pass through the
algorithm, the counter totals 1538, meaning 1538
passes through the loop or 6150 clock pulses [2
clocks are dropped when the loop exits).

Flg.4. Program flow in the turn-on sequence of a multimeter
is shown by the diagram and the Logic StateAnalyzer display.

Data Processing
Processing of incoming signals begins in the two
pods to which the probes are attached (six probes
with each pod). Here, the incoming voltage levels are
compared to the instrument's threshold level to classify them as HI'sor Lo's. Doing this in the pod close
to the point of measurement holds the capacitance
that each incoming signal must drive to less than 14
pF (input resistance is approximately a0 kO).
The incoming clock signal is quantized the same
way but in addition it is fed through a slope selector

Flg. 5. Trigger word here is set to
end the display, showing that the
two-decade BCD counter resets
on 89 rather than 99. Reseftingthe
Loglc State Analyzer to trigger on
88, and using the trigger output to
start an osci//oscope (ight), disc/oses a "glitch" on the reset bus
on state 90.

to an RS latch, a Schottky TTL line driver that generatesfast clock transitions that are uniform regardless
of the incoming signal rise time. The slope selector
(Fig. 6 ) selects the clock edge that triggers the RS
latch.
The outputs of the data probes are transferred to
the instrument where they are clocked into a set of 12
D-type TTL flip-flops for temporary storage.The relative delays of the clock and data paths are adjustedso
the input has zero "hold time," the time that the data
must not change after the triggering clock edge oc-

curs. "Set-up time," the time that the datamust be stable beforethe clock edge occurs,is 3bns,mostly a result of variations in delay between one data path and
another. With the provisions for polarity inversion
and threshold selection that this instrument has, it
can thus be made to respond to digital signals almost
exactly like the digital circuits it monitors.
The outputs of the temporary storage flip-flops are
passedon to the 76 x 72 memory and to the trigger
word comparator, where they are compared to the
front-panel higger-word switch settings.

Data Ready
to Dbolav

:,,,nslt!e-r

Reset lrom
Dlsplay Sclion
To ro cL@Kindicators

Flg.6. Block diagram of the Logic State Analyzers' data acquisition circuits.

The input clock signal is delayed 40ns by a delay
multivibrator and then formed into a standard 40-ns
pulse by a secondmultivibrator. The delayedclock is
used as the write-enable pulse for the memory and also as the clock signal for data acquisition control.
AcquisitionCycle
Writing of new data into the memory is controlled
by the acquisition control circuit. Control consists
mainly of stopping data acquisition once the proper
data has been stored, the exact operation depending
on which trigger mode is selected.
In the start-displaymode, data is written constantly
into memory. On each clock cycle, the data currently
in temporar5rstoragereplacesthe oldest data word in
memory. In other words, the memory acts as twelve
parallel, 16-bit, shift registers.This is accomplished
by deriving the memory address from a 16-bit
counter that is incremented by each input clock.
When a match between incoming data and the trigger word occurs,the trigger comparatorsetsthe trigger flip-flop and enablesthe data index counter. This
occurs on the trailing edge of the write-enablepulse.
Data acquisition continues until the data index
counter reachesa count of f S. This turns on the "data
ready" line to the display section and gates off the
clock pulses in the data acquisition section. Acquisition thus stops, and memory control is transferred to
the display section. The memory now contains the
trigger word and the 15 data words that immediately
followed.
The start-delay trigger mode is essentially the
same,except that the trigger flip-flop enablesthe delay counter. When the delay counter totals the preset
number of clock pulses, it enables the data index
counter. Data acquisition continues for 15 more
clock cycles then stops. The memory now contains
the word that occurred on conclusion of the preset
number of clock cycles after the trigger word, and the
15 words that followed.
In the end display mode, the sequencingof the trigger flip-flop and the data index counter is reversed.
The data index counter begins counting clock cycles
as soon as the acquisition cycle begins. When it
reachesa count of t s, it is disabledbut the trigger flipflop is enabled.This preventsa trigger from being accepted until the 16th clock pulse after acquisition begins, thus ensuring that the memory does not retain
data from the previous acquisition cycle.
Although the data index counter is disabled, the
memory continues to accept data until a trigger word
occurs. Occurrenceof a trigger word sets the trigger
flip-flop, stopping acquisition at once since the data
counter has already reached full count. Becausethe
trigger flip-flop is set on the trailing edgeof the writeenable pulse, the memory now contains the trigger

word and the fifteen words that preceded it.
In the free-run mode, the trigger flip-flop remains
enabled at all times so the acquisition cycle stops as
soon as 16 words are loaded into memorv.
Generatingthe Display
Once data has been acquired in any of these
modes, memory control is transfened to the display
section [Fig. Z).
This sectionhas two counters:the 12-statehorizontal counter and the 16-statevertical counter. Theseselect the bit in memory to be displayed and position
the CRT beam by way of digital-to-analog converters.
The count in the horizontal counter is applied to a
one-of-twelve selector that selectsthe bit in a particular word in memory that is to be displayed. Incremented by an internally-generated s0-kHz clock, the
counter steps through all its 12 states before resetting. While resetting, it increments the memory address counter and the vertical counter.
Since the vertical counter steps in synchronism
with the memory address counter, it is not involved
directly in word selection. The outputs of the four
flip-flops in the vertical counter are weighted and added to obtain an analog voltage for positioning the
CRT beam vertically. Weightings were chosen
to space the words in groups of four with subgroups
of two to enhance readability. The relative weightings are:
A (leastsignificantbit)
1
B
2.7

C
D (mostsignificantbit)

c
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To enable the vertical columns to be arranged in
groups of either three locr; or four (BcD),as selected by the front-panel nyrs switch, the output of
the horizontal counter addresses a read-only memory. This selects a 4-bit word corresponding to the
position of the bit to be displayed. This word is applied to a digital-to-analog converter to derive the
CRT beam horizontal deflection voltage.
Charactersare generated by superimposing 100kHz sinewaves on the deflection voltages. The sinewave to the horizontal deflection system is shifted
about 90'by a capacitor and reduced slightly in amplitude so an ellipse is written. To trace a "1", the
sinewave is switched off the horizontal deflection by
the t-of-t2 horizontal selector. If the polarity of the
display is to be inverted, the switch turns off the sinewave for a Lo, rather than switching off for a rtl.
The 50-kHz clock pulses are derived by dividing
down the 100-kHz signal. During the first half of
each clock pulse, the CRT is blanked while the CRT
beam is being moved to the new position. During the
second half, the beam is unblanked and the character
is written.

DISPLAY RATE
Data Ready

COLUMNBLANKING

To Blanklng
Generator

Flg.7. Blockdiagramof the displaycircuits.

Display Gycles
When the instrument is operated in the single cycle mode, the vertical and horizontal counters are reset at the end of a display, and another display cycle
is initiated. This continues until the Rssrr button is
pressed,at which time memory control is transferred
immediately to the acquisition control circuit, initiating a new data acquisition cycle. The rruccnn ourPUT,however, outputs a pulse whenever trigger requirements are met, regardless of what the instrument is doing.
In the repetitive mode, display cycles repeat for a
time determined by the front-panel olspLAy RATE
control. This control, which has a range of 40ms to bs,
adjuststhe slope of the display rate ramp. At the end
of each display, this ramp is compared to a reference
voltage and if it exceedsthis voltage, memory control is hansferred to the acquisition control circuit.
Column blanking is controlled by a voltage ramp

that is compared to a reference. The result of the comparison is applied to the D input of a flip-flop
clocked by the 50-kHz internal clock. The output of
the flip-flop, which goes to the blanking circuit, will
not change until the ramp exceedsthe reference.
Charactersare displayed as long as the ramp is below the reference level (characters are written from
right to left on the display). When the ramp exceeds
the reference,the character on the next clock pulse
and those that follow will be blanked. Blanking digits rather than resetting the horizontal counter to
shorten the displayed word ensuresthat changing the
blanking control does not affect CRT intensity.
The ramp is reset at the time the horizontal counter
resets. The input to the column-blanking flip-flop is
thus below the threshold at the start of the next row
so the first digit cannot be blanked. This preventsthe
display from being completely blanked when the colUMNBLANKING
control is at its extreme position.
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Flg.8. NO CLOCK and NO TRIGGERindicators are interlocked so the NO TRIGGERindicator can turn on only when
clock pulsesare prcsent butthe trigger word does not occur.

OperatorAlerts
indicators (Fig.
The No cr,ocK and No TRIGGER
8) are controlled by the data acquisition control circuit. These are held off by a monostable multivibrator as long as clock pulses set the multivibrator. Anytime that clock pulses are absent for more than onetenth second, the multivibrator resets,enabling the
indicator gates.
The other inputs to the gates come from voltage
comparators that compare the low-pass filtered clock
input to the threshold voltage. The Ht indicator can
light up if the average level of the clock signal is
above a level that is about 0.2V below the threshold.
The lo indicator can light up if the clock average is
below about 0.2V above the threshold. If the clock
averageis within +0.2V of the threshold, both indicators will light.
The No TRIGGER
indicator is controlled by the
trigger flip-flop. Each time the trigger flip-flop is set,
it sets a monostable multivibrator. The multivibrator
resets 0.1 s after the last trigger pulse, enabling the

No TRIGindicator through a gate. The other input to
the gate is from the tto clocK delay multivibrator
so in the absenceof clock pulses, the No rilG indicator is inhibited.
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A LaserInterferometer
That Measures
Straightnessof Travel
Thisunique"straightedge"
combinesthehighaccuracyof
the opticalflat with the long range of the laserto achieve
submicronresolutionover rangesup to 100feet.
by RichardR. Baldwln,BarbaraE. Grote,and DavldA. Harland

T T IS BECOMING increasingly important in the
|. machine tool industry to determine the precise
geometry as well as the positioning accuracy of machine slides. The problem is particularly acute for
multi-axis machine tools, where the method most often used for single-axismachines,the Abbd Comparator Principlel, cannot be followed. Presentmethods
allow accuratemeasurementof machine slide positioning, but can measuregeometryonly in terms of angular quantities such as pitch and yaw. The only reliable tools available for determining straightness of
travel have been the short straightedgeand the optical flat.* These devices are adequatein caseswhere
* A glassplatecarelullylappedand polishedfor maximumflatness.

the total machine slide travel is two feet or less.but it
is not feasible to produce physical standardsto accommodate travel longer than this.
Traditionally, attempts have been made to overcome this problem by resorting to an optical or mechanical substitute such as a mobile fluid, a
stretched wire, an alignment telescope,or an alignment laser. Unfortunately, such attempts have
proved much less accurate than the short straightedge or optical flat, which have remained the most
accuratestraightnessstandardsfor the last century,
The StraightnessInterferometer
The straightnessinterferometet,asshown in Fig. 1,

Flg. 1. The staightness lnterferometer, an optional accessory
to the 5526A Laser lnterferometer
System, measurcs sfraightness,
parallelism, and perpendicularity
of machine-tool and measuringmachine coordinate motions over
a range of approximately 100 feet
or 30 meters. Basic accuracy is
five microinches per foot of travel.
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provides a more direct answer to the straightness
problem: use small optical flats to measurestraightness over a long travel. Using this approach the
straightnessinterferometerhas achieved an accuracy
of five microinches per foot of travel for travel up
to one hundred feet, without requiring state-of-theart optical flats. The interferometeris presently available in two versions: a short-range instrument that
has one-microinch resolution and measuresstraightness over ten feet of travel, and a long-range instrument that has ten-microinch resolution and measures
straightnessof travel over one hundred feet of travel.
Both have inherent accuracy of five microinches per
foot.
Besideshigh accuracy, the straightnessinterferometer sharesanother advantagewith the optical flat.
The accuracy of both devices can be improved by a
technique known as "reversing the straightedge" in
which a second straightness measurement is taken
with the reference straightedge reversed so that it
facesin a direction opposite that of the first measurement, By averagingthe two measurements,the error
of the interferometer,or optical flat, can be reduced
to the limit of repeatability of the device under test.
Principleof Operation
The principle of operation of the straightnessinterferometeris shown in Fig. 2, The interferometerconsistsof a Wollaston prism2which actsas a beam-splitter, and a reflector comprised of two plane mirrors
that are cemented together as a rigid assembly precisely matching the angle of divergence of the Wollaston prism. The reflector is mounted on a fixed surface with its axis aligned with the coordinate axis
whose straightnessis being measured.The prism is
mounted on the slide that moves along the measured
axis.
If the Wollaston prism is illuminated by light from
a two-frequency laser3 containing frequency components ft and fr, polarized as shown in Fig. 2, then
the frequency components of the laser beam will be
separatedinto two beamswhich diverge at a small angle f. This is becausethe compositerefoactiveindex

prismfor
Flg. 3. Opticalpath difference
in the Wollastan
f1andf2isP, -P, + 2zsinQl2,wherez is thedistance
fromthe
bottomottheprismandP, andP, areopticalpathlengths
for
z = A.A displacement
Eoftheprismin thez direction
causes
thepathdifference
to changeby 2EsinSl2.
Thischangeis
measured
by theinterferometer.
of the prism is different for the two planesof polarization of the two frequency components. The diverging beamsare then reflectedfrom the plane mirror assembly back through the Wollaston prism, which recombines them into a single beam.
During recombination, the two beams interfere
within the Wollaston prism so the single beamreturning to the laser contains relative phase information
proportional to the optical path differenceof the two
interfering beams. Any motion of the Wollaston
prism in a direction parallel to the angular bisector of
the plane mirror assemblywill not causeany change
in the optical path difference of the two interfering
beams,since both beamswill be lengthened or shorened by the same amount. However, if the Wollaston prism moves in a direction perpendicular to the
angular bisectorof the plane mirror assemblyan optical path differencewill be generatedwithin the WolIaston prism.
The reason for this change in optical path length
can be seen in Fig. 3. If we consider a plane wavefront of one frequency,sayf1, to be normally incident
on the Wollaston prism from the left, it will leave the
prism at an angle $12as shown in Fig. 3a. It follows

Wolla3ton
Prlsm
(StralghtnessInterterometer)

+ru
fl

Two-Frequ.ncyLa3er
Beam

PlaneMlrro.
Reflector
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Flg. 2. The straightnessinferferometercauseslhe two differently polarized frequencycomponentsin the laserbeam to diverge. Atter reflectionfrom two
preciselyplane mirrors,the two
components
recombineandinterAny
fere in the interterometer.
motionof theinErterotransverse
meterrelativeto the mirrorbisector causesan opticalpathchange
that is detected and displayed,
The systemis insensitiveto motionalongthe mirrorbisectorand
to rotationof the laser.

from the principle of equal optical pathsathat the total optical path from any point on the incoming wavefront A-A' along the direction of a particular ray to
the wavefront B-B' must be equal to the total optical
path from A-A' to B-B' for any other ray. However,becausethe outgoing wavefront is inclined to the prism
by the angleSl2,the optical path through the prism is
not constant,but is equal to P ,-zsin$\2, where P, is
the optical path length through the prism for the lowest ray of frequency fy z is the height of the incident
ray of frequency f, whose path length is to be determined, and$12is the angle of inclination of the emerging wavefront B-B'.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 3b, the optical path
length through the prism for any ray of frequency f,
would be equal to P, + zsin$|2, where P, is the optical path length through the prism for the lowest ray
of frequency f2, z is the height of the incident ray of
frequency f, whose path length is to be determined,
and $12 is the angle of inclination of the emerging
wavefront. Therefore, the difference in optical path
within the Wollaston prism for the two frequency
components f, and f2 is [P.-P2) + 2zsin$12for any
ray entering the prism at height z.
Now if the prism is displaced in the z direction by
a distanceE, the optical path differencebetween the
two frequency components will change by an
amount 2Bsin$12.In other words, if the Wollaston
prism does not move along the angular bisector of
the plane mirror reflector in a straight line, out-ofstraightnesswill be measuredas an optical path difference of ZEsin$lZ where E is the error in straightness and { is the divergenceangle of the Wollaston
prism.
It is important to notice that the two plane minors
shown in Fig. 2 are aligned parallel to the ernerging
wavefronts shown in Fig. 3. Therefore the optical
path to the mirrors from A-A' in Fig. 3 is the samefor
all rays of a given frequencyand the interferometeris
not sensitive to motion of the laser beam along the z
direction provided the Wollaston prism remains
fixed with respect to the mirrors.

The interferometer measuresany relotive motion
between the angular bisector of the plane mirror reflector and the Wollaston prism. It doesn't matter
whether the Wollaston prism moves, the bisector
moves, or both move. The mirror bisector axis in effect representsthe straightedgealong which the interferomehic shaightnessmeasurementis made.It is
not the laser beam that is used as the straightness
reference.
The difference between the long-range and shortrange versions of the straightnessinterferometerlies
in the Wollaston prism and the plane mirror reflector. Externally, the two versions are the same;however, the beams exit from the long-range interferometer at one-tenth the divergenceangle of the shortrange version, and the reflector angle is changed accordingly.
How Straightls lt?
The straightnessof the interferometeraxis is a direct function of the difference in flatness of the two
plane mirrors that serve as the interferometer reflector. For example, suppose one of the mirrors is flat
but the other is convex by a small amount 6 as shown
in Fig. 4. Even though the Wollaston prism, or
straightness interferometer, were to travel in a
straight path with respectto the mirror axis, the optical path length of f, would be shortenedby an amount
equal to 6 with respect to the optical path length of
ft, and this would be interpreted by the interferometer as "out of straightness" of the interferometer
travel.
The straightness interferometer therefore relies on
the flatness of the reflector mirrors as its straightness
reference.Since the mirrors are in fact small optical
flats, the straightness interferometer represents the
application of a pair of small optical flats to the measurement of straightness over a large travel as mentioned previously. Fortunately, extremely accurate
optical flats are available. Laboratory-gradeflats are
typically accurateto within one microinch per foot.
The straightness interferometer can tolerate devia-

Ffg. 4. Slralghtnessinterferometeraccuracyis afunctionof the
flatnessof theplanemirrots,which
are smallopticalflats.Theseoptical flats-notthe laserbeam-are
the ultimate stralghtnessreference for fhe system.The system
can toleratea modestf/afness
error (6) of about a microinch
over each two-inchmirrorbefore
the straightnesserror exceeds
fivemicroinchesperfootof travel.
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Machine Tool Calibration with the
Expanded Laser Measurement System
The straightnessinterferometeris the latestin a seriesof remoteinterferometerdevelopmentsf or the HP 55264 LaserMeas u r e m e n t S y s t e m . l ' 2l t a d d s a n i m p o r t a n t c l a s s o f
m e a s u r e m e n t s - t h o s eo f t h e g e o m e t r y o f a c o o r d i n a t e
system-to the capabilitiesof the system.
Up to now the HP Laser Interferometerhas been able to
makeaccuratemeasurementsof linearpositionplus two superimposed angular motions,pitch and yaw. But the straightness
of the coordinateaxes and the relationshipsbetweenthem has
been assessableonly with non-interferometric
instruments
which,in general,have limitedrange,resolution,
or linearity.
Thealignmentlaseris betterthanothernon-interferometric
instruments,but accuracyand resolutionclaimsof a f ew tenthsof
thousandthsof an inch are difficultto substantiateas a resultof
its extremesensitivityto air turbulence.This effect is more severefor alignmentlasersthanfor the HP straightness
interferometerbecausethe alignmentlaserdependson the spatialstabilityof the light beam whereasthe straightnessinterferometer
is sensitiveonlyto differential
changesin opticalpath length.In
practice,alignmentlasersare limitedto resolutions
of about
0.001inch.Thislimitstheirsuitability
purposes
for certification
to situationswhere specificationsare given only to the nearest
0 . 0 1i n c h .
Otherdrawbacksof non-interferometric
instrumentsfor measuringgeometricerrorsare the lengthof time requiredto make
a calibration,
dependenceon operatorskilland, in mostcases,
no digitaloutputto facilitateon-linedigitaldata reductionand
analysis.

Fig. A. Ihe sx degrees of freedom of a machine tool table.
All machine tools and measuringmachines depend on
the movementol a tool or probe along at least one axis. Although the importanceof each of the six componentsof motion varies with the type of machine,all such devices require six measurementsto define their performancecompletely.
Many machines have two or more coordinate axes, and
this introduces the need to maintain geometric relationships, In the case of boring,milling,drillingand other similar machines there are two or three orthogonallyrelated
axes. For machines where the workpiece rotates (the single
largest category of machine tools) parallelismbetween tool
and spindleaxes is of fundamentalimportance.
The straightnessinterferometeris able to make both perpendiculantyand parallelismmeasurements.This is done
by comparingtwo consecutivestraightnesscalibrationsof
adjacentaxes, introducingeithera 90-degreeor a 180-degree rotationinto the straightnessreflectoraxis between
traverses.

Measures Squareness and Parallelism
The linear,angular,and straightnessinterferometers
are
capable of evaluatingfive out of a possible six degrees of
freedomof a rigid body, roll being the exception.Fig. A illustratesthe six degrees of freedom.

Fig. B. Plan view of setup for straighfness and paralletismcalibration of a iathe.
(continued)
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where
ai : anglebetweenmeanaxisof travelof carriageand axisot
straightnessreflector.
o2 : angle between mean axis of travel of carriage and
axis of straightnessreflectorafter 180'rotation.
Fig. C shows a typical plot.

For perpendicularitya separate right-anglerelerence is
required.lt can either be a pentaprism,which causes the extended axis of the straightnessreflectorto be viewed with a
90" deflection,or a precisionindexingtable, which physically
rotatesthe reflectorassemblyafterthe first axis has been measured.
For parallelismno separate device is requred. Rotationof
the spindle/reflectorassemblyabout the spindle axis itselfdefinesthe spindleaxis.Fig. B showshow this principleis applied
to lathe calibration.lnthis case the straightnessreflector is
chuckedin the spindlewith its long side in the horizontalplane.
The referenceplane,definedas the bisector of the angle between the two reference mirrors, is projected vertically.The
is fixed in the toolpost.Deviationsin
straightnessinterferometer
a horizontalplane aboutthe bed axis createopticalpath differences in the straightnessinterferometerthat are registeredin
the laser diplay as microinchesof out-of-straightness
over convenAn advantageof the straightnessinterferometer
tionalstraightnessreferencesis immediatelyapparent.A physical straightedgeor mandrelhas mass and elasticity.Sagging
thereforelimits its useful length in cantileveredfixtures.The
straightnessreflector,on the other hand, measuresonly4.5 by
2 by 2 inches whetherthe range of straightnessmeasurement
is six inches or 100 feet.
After a satisfactorydefinitionof the relativetravel between
the tool axis and the reflectoraxis has been recorded,the spindle/retlectorassemblyis carefullyrotatedthrough180'. By making a second traversewith respectto this redefinedreference
d, can be determinedby:
plane, the out-of-parallelism,
d:

Reternces
Yardstickwith Graduations
1. J.N. Dukesand G.B. Gordon."A Two-Hundred-Foot
Every Micrcrinch,"Hewlett-PackardJournal, August 1970
2. R.R. Baldwin.G.B. Gordon. and A.F. Budd, "Remote Laser Interlerometry,
'1
Hewlett-PackardJournal, December 971.
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Fig. C. Typical lathe cariage straightness and parallelism
calibration.

(a1 + a)12

ing heat sourcesin the vicinity of the measurement
whenever possible. If a heat source cannot be removed during a measurement it is helpful to direct

tions from flatness as high as five or six microinches
per foot (the actual tolerance is one microinch over
each two-inch mirror).
Air Turbulence
The principal factor that limits the accuracy of the
straightness interferometer is air turbulence. Air turbulence is caused by local variations in the index of
refraction of air. These variations are almost always
the result of localized temperature differences, although occasionally a similar phenomenon can be
caused by variations in the gas content. Air turbulence causes random variations in the optical path
lengths of the two interfering laser beams, which in
turn cause a random fluctuation in the interferometer reading.
Although it is difficult to predict the amount of air
turbulence present in a given environment, there are
ways to minimize its effects. First, the interferometer
is affected by air turbulence only in the region between the Wollaston prism and the plane mirrors.
Therefore the closer the interferometer is to the mirrors the smaller the air turbulence effects will be'
Some "typical" values of air turbulence effects versus interferometer-mirror separation are shown in
Fig. 5.
Air turbulence can also be minimized bv eliminat-
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Ffg. 5, Alr turbulence limits staightness interferometer accuracy by causing random fluctuationsin the display. These
can be reduced by placing the reflector closet to the intet'
ferometer.
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solved into three translations and three rotations
about that point as an axis.
Fortunately such a point does exist, and is labeled
N in Fig. 2. It lies on the centerline of the Wollaston
prism, about one-quarterinch from the exit face,and
it is the straightnessof travel of this point with respect to the plane mirror axis that is measuredby the
interferometer.
Small rotations of the Wollaston prism, the plane
mirror reflector, and the laser about an axis perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 2 and extending
through this point causethe effectsshown in Figs. 6,
7, and 8, respectively. Rotation about this axis has
been arbitrarily called "pitch" and the point N of Fig.
2 has been called the "nodal point" of the interferometer system. Since the effectsshown in Figs. 6, 7,
and 8 are small, they should not causesignificant error during a straightness measurement, because
large angular pitch is invariably accompanied by
large out-of-straightness.
The effects of laser and prism yaw (where "yaw" is
defined as rotation about an axis perpendicular to
the mirror bisector, passing through point N and Iying in the plane of Fig. 2) are shown in Figs. g and tO
respectively. The effects shown in Figs. 7, 8, and g
are in fact smaller than the limit of resolution of the
interferometer. Attempts to measure these effects experimentally were unsuccessful, becausethe interferometershowed no effect at all. For this reasonexperimental datahas been included only in Figs. 6 and
10. All data presentedis for the short-rangestraight-

hot air in its vicinity away from the measurement
path by means of a fan. A fan, however, is not as effective as the elimination of heat sourcesand is not recommended except in caseswhere extremely poor
air circulation is causingthermal gradients,or where
the effects of heat sources cannot be removed by any
other means.
Becauseof their random nature, air turbulence effects can also be reduced by averaging a number of
measurements. If the uncertainty in a particular
straightnessmeasurementis N microinches this uncertainty can be reduced to N/\6-microinches if n
measurementsare averaged.
Other Error Sources
Whenever a new method of making physical measurements is devised, two questions always arise:
"How well does the method measurewhat it is supposed to?" and "Does it try to measureanything it is
not supposed to?" Up to now we have been concerned with the first question.
To answer the second question a detailed ray tracing program was run on an HP 2100A Computer.
This program imposed undesired translational and
rotational motions on different parts of the interferometer system to determine what error would result in
the interferometer reading. The ray tracing program
was quite comprehensive,involving eighteen independent perturbationsfor both short-rangeand longrange interferometer systems. A summary is given
on page17.In this article only those motions which
caused a significant effect in the interferometer reading are included.
As predicted earlier, translational motions of the
laser beam in any direction had no effect on the interferometer reading. Also, relative translation along
any axis perpendicular to the z direction in Fig. 3 between the Wollaston prism and the plane mirror reflector had no effect.
It was expected that such translational motion
would have no effectother than that causedby imperfections in the optical geometry of the Wollaston
prism or plane mirror reflector. The primary concern
was that the interferometer would be sensitive to rotational motions of the laser,Wollaston prism, or plane
mirror reflector, particularly if such motion occurred
around an axis perpendicular to the plane of the
drawing of Fig. 2. If the interferometeris to behaveas
a proper snaightedge,it is imperative that a common
point exist somewhere within the system about
which small rotations of ony element in the system
causeno effecton the interferometerreading. Also, it
is imperative that the interferometer be insensitive to
small rotations about any axis passing through that
point. If such a point can be found, then any compound motion of any element in the systemcan be re-
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Flg.6. Effect on stralghtnessreading caused by pitch of the
short-rang e stralghfness i nterferometer (Wollaston prism)
about the nodal point (N in Fig. 2). Pitch was plotted ovel
a wide angular range to demonstratethe agreement between
theory and experiment. Pitch does not cause significant
errors, because large angular pitch is always accompanied
by large ant of straightness.
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Flg.9. Effect of laser yaw on reading of shott+ange vercion.
Effectsshown in Figs.7,8, and 9weretoo smallto measureexperimentally. Thus experimentaldata ls shown only in Figs.6
and 10.

ness interferometer. The effects caused on the longrange interferometer are smaller, and are less likely to
cause error because of the coarser resolution of the
long-range instrument.
It should be mentioned that becausethe interferometer is insensitive to any translational motion of the
laser beam. and because rotation of the laser about
any point can be resolved into a translation and a rotation about point N, rotational effects of the laser will
be minimal regardlessof the axis about which it is rotated.

surement of five out of six degreesof freedom of a machine tool slide (seepage 13).
The straightness interferometer is adapted to the
5526A as shown in Fig. 11. A plane-mirror/
beamsplitter assembly called a straightness adaptor
directs light from the straightness interferometer to
the photodetector,and a 36x resolution extenderenables the 5526A display to read straightnesserrors
directly and in the correct units. Since the straightness interferometer measures an out of straightness
error E as an optical path change ZEsinS/2, the
angle { was chosen such that 2sin$12 : 1/36 for the
short-range interferometer and 1/360 for the long-

A New Kind of RemoteInterferometer
The straightness interferometer is an accessoryto
the 55264 LaserInterferometerSystem.Being insensitive to laser motions, it can be remote from the
laser, and its addition to the 55264 allows the mea-
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Fig. 8. Effect of laser pitch on reading of shortrange
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Ray-Trace Program
As part of the StraightnessInterferometer
developmenta raytrace program was writtento predict the behaviorof three-dimensionalopticalsystemsin six degreesof f reedomwithaccuracy greaterthan 1 part in 1010.The program,whichrunson an
HP 2100AComputer,can be usedto analyzeflat-surfaced
optic systemsof isotropicor birefringentmaterials.lt offersanalpencil-and-paper
ternativeto traditional
raytracingand empirical analysis.
Operationof the ray{raceprogramis very simple.The user
models his system by writing a straightforwardFORTRANlV
program,calling upon a library of three-dimensional
vector
mathematicssubroutines.
The opticalcomponents,their relationshipsto each other,and the specificsurfacesrnvolvedin
ray-tracingare specifiedby the programmer.He usuallydefinessomeof the parameters
as variableswhosevalueswillbe
set laterduringprogramexecution.
The ray{race program performsthree tasks. First,it creates
a set of (x,y,z)pointsto representeach opticalelementgeometrically.Then it translatesor rotatesa part of the system, Each
optical componentcan be moved in six degrees of freedomx,y,z,yaw, pitch,or roll---around
point.Finally,
a user-defined
the programanalyzeseach systemconfiguration.
The program ray-tracesfrom one point to another through
the opticalsystem,followingSnell'sLaw extendedto threedimensions.PointPn on the nth surfacecan be found giventhe
pointsPn_1and Pn_2on the (n-l)st and
two previously{raced
(n-2)nd surfaces.Referringto Fig.A, Pnis the intjersection
of:
1) the planeformedby the incidentay Pn_2Pn_, and the
surfacenormalat the (n-l)st surface,
2) the objectplaneat the nth surface,
3) the cone with vertexPn_1formed by Snell'sLaw at the
(n-l )st surface.
The quadraticnatureof the equationsgenerallyresultsin
two solutionsfor Pn.The programchoosesthe appropriateone
for refractionor reflection.Wheneveroptical path lengths are
calculated,rt is sufficientto trace the centralray tor a complete
descriptionof systembehavior,becauseall rays in a wavefront
have equalopticalpath lengths.
(n-l)st

nth
nn

in.1

/\

n-2

lI
Incident Ray
Plane

tions, behaving as though they were in an isotropicmaterial.
Their index of refraction no, defined as c/v, where c is the
speed of light in a vacuum, is constant.Wavefrontspolarized
parallel to the optic axis are e-rays and propagate in an ellipsoid of revolutionabout the optic axis followingvelocity
vj, whichvariesfrom vo to ve as a functionof the angle between
the ray and the optic axis. The instantaneousindex of refraction nj variesbetweenno and n" in an ellipticalmannercorrespondingto vJ.
One featureof this programis its abilityto approximatenj for
refractionat some surfacen-1
birefringent
three-dimensional
w h e r en n : n j , a n d P n _ z , P n _ r , n n d- rn, - r , 4 n , n " , n o a n d
the optic axis in the materialbetweenthe (n-1)st and nth surfacesare known.Snell'sLaw is assumedto holdwiththe directionof nj definedas the directionof Pn_1Pn.nj is a composite
functionof itself.Referringto Fig. B, nj is a functionof angleB
and is the simultaneous
solutionto threeequations:
the projection of nj ontothe optic-axis,the eouationof a circle with radius
nJ coplanarwithPn-1Pnand OA,and the coplanarellipsedescribedby n" and no.Anglep is a functionof pointPnby simple
geometry,and point Pnis a functionof nn = nj by the ray{race
algorithm.Thus nj : f(nJ). Using iterative mathematical
methods,nj can be found and birefringentrefractioncan be
performedfor uniaxialmaterialssuch as quartz.

J.-,1 I
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,\"urr"".7
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Notma\)
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Law
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=
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Fig, B. Ihe extraordinaryindex in a uniaxialmaterial,such as
quartz,is afunction of the angle between Pn-, Prand the optic axis and can be approximated using a circle method.
The ellipsehas rotationalsymmetryabout the optic axis OA.
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ObiectPlane

Ffg. A. Ihe ray-tracealgorithmfollows Snell'sLaw: lf nn,1,
$r_, and nn, $, are the index of refraction and the angle for
the incidentand refractedray, respectively,then nr-lsinQn-1
: nnsin$n

Programs
Ray{race programs were written to model the long-range
and short-rangestraightnessinterferometers,each program
requiring16K of core to run. Fig. C showsthe completeconstructionof the short-rangestraightnessinterlerometer.Notice
that ten points in space define the compensated Wollaston
prism. An initial ray{race through the unmoved system calculatesthe opticalpath differencebetweenthe interferingrays
at normalincidenceand establishesthe system's"zeto" referencefor all futuremeasurements.

Blref rl n gent ilaterlals
Birefringenm
t a t e r i a l se x h i b i t d o u b l e r e f r a c t i o n .W a v e
propagationis described by two principal indices of refraction, no and n", and an optic axis OA. Two types of waves
exist, called ordinary,or o-rays, and extraordinary,or e-rays.
Wavefrontspolarized perpendicularto the optic axis are
o-raysand propagatewith the same velocityv : vo in all direc-

(continued)
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Ffg. C. Iheshort+angestraightness interferometerprogram createsathree-dimensiona!model
of the system, using points in space. All movement will occur about a user-defined point.
For the straightnessinterferometer,
it is criticalthat the user
find a pointsuch that rotationalmotionsof the systemaboutthis
point have minimaleffecton the optical path difference.This is
the system's"nodal" point.The computerlocatesthe place insidethe prismthatappearsto be the sourcefor thetwo raysexiting toward the mirrors,offeringthis to the user as the possible
point. lt would be the correct choice if the extraordinary@y in
birefringencepropagated spherically,i.e., if nj - ne
constant.However,because nj is actually not constant,the
choice is not the best and can be imoroved.The user tries an-

otherpointby enteringit intothe programvia the teleprinterand
runningthe raytrace. He repeatsthis until a suitable point is
found. For the short-range straightness interferometer,the
computer'schoice, when displaced slightly in the y-direction
by the user,becomesthe nodal point,for it minimizesthe inter{erometerreadingsJor motionin all directionsexcept straightness, or the z-direction.
Printoutsof either summarizedor detailed ray{race results
are obtainable at the user's request. These lead to system
understanding
and curvessuch as Figs.6 through10.

range interferometer. The resolution extender forces
the display to read E directly if the short-range interferometer is used, or to read 0.1 if the long-rangeinterferometer is used.
The resolution obtainable with the straightness interferometer is shown graphically in Fig. 12. This
representsthe straightness of travel of a precision air
bearing slide having a total straightness error of
about 130 microinches. Although this slide does not
represent t}le state of the art in straightness,it is representative of the type of error generally found in ma-

chine tools in use today.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HPModel5526ALaserInterterometer
System
Option30,31,32Straightness
lnterterometers
(Unless otheruise stated, given specificationsapply to both the short and longrange versrons.)

Option33 Pentaprism
Contact Hewlett-Packardfor specifications.

ACCURACY:
INCH: t5 microinches/foota1 count in last digit.
METRIC: 10.4 micromoter/metert2 counts in the last digit.
Note: This accuracycan be improvedto the limit of repeatibilityby rotatingthe
StraightnessRetlectorthrough 180" and making a second pass (equivalent
to reversl of a straightedge).
LINEARITY;
INCH: t 1 count in last digit.
METRIC:t2 counlsin last digit.
CALIBRATION:
SHORT RANGE:t5% of reading.
LONG RANGE:=10ol.of reading.
Note: The actual calibrationvalue is marked on each StraiohtnessReflector.
RESOLUTION:
SHORT RANGE:
Normal and Sm@th Modes:
Inch:0.00001inch
Metric:0,1 micrometer
x 10 Mode:
lnch: 0.000001 inch
Metric: 0,01 micrometer
LONG RANGE:One-tenththat ot the Short-Rangeversion;e.9., in the x'10
mode,metricunits,the lastdigithas a valueo10,1micrometer;
in the NORMAL
mode, inch units, the lasl digil has a value of 0.0001 inch.
AXIAL RANGE:
SHORT RANGE:10 feet (3m) a5%.
LONG RANGE:100 feet (30m) 110%.
Note: The minimum distance between the StraightnessInterferometerand
the StraightnessReflectorat which measurementscan be made are:
Shorl Range:4 inches(100 mm)
Long Range:3 feet (1 m)
LATERAL RANGE: a0.1 in (r2.5 mm).

PRICESlN U,S.A.:5526ALaserMeasurement
System,$9550.
Option 30 Short Range StraightnessInterferometer,$3600.
Option 31 Long Range StraightnessInterferometer,$3600.
Option 32 Full Range StraightnessInterferometer,$5950.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:SANTACLARA DIVISION
5301Stevens Creek Boulevard
SantaClara,California95050 U.S.A.
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